
HOW TO INSTALL ACCESSORIES 

USING No.145C TRACK CONTACTOR 

No. 14SC Contactor is 'ON and OFF' electrical switch which is operated by 
the weight of a passing train. Normally� that is when there is no weight on the 
lever ,plate of the con tac tor, the switch is open, or OFF. When the lever plate 
is pressed down the switch iJS closed or ON. 

Slide the contactor underneath the 
track so that one of the track ties fits 
over the lever plate of the contactor. 
'!'h cen!e:ete?--e= h p!ac-ed-.;ei.tli.',!r 
under a straight or a cprved piece of 
track, hut when placed under a curve 
the adjustment nut should be toward 
the center of the curve. The track tie 
should fit as close as possible to the 
adjustment nut. 

U your layout is mounted on a board 
do not fasten the track down for several 
sections on either side of the contactor. 
The track must remain sufficiently flexi
ble to bend under the weight of the 
train. For the same reason the cont.actor 
may not work too well if placed next to 
a switch. 

END VIEW OF CONTACTOR 

SHOWING CONTACTS IN 

OPEN POSITION 

Figure 1-vNo. 145C Contaclor in Position 

--- · · ·be contactor has no e1ectiJ.ca1 cunnecuo.us o�u1.;-•uacK itseii; fi;1le'tso'ffij "--
as a switch. After it is located in the layout it must be connected to the trans-
former and to the accessory which it operates. Connections are made by insert-
ing bare ends of wires into the spring clips on either side of the contactor. 

After the connections are made and the transformer current is on, the con
tactor must be adjusted so that the accessory will operate only at the proper 
time. First, stop the train several sections away from the contactor so that the 
train does not press on the contactor lever plate. Turn the adjustment nut either 
way until the accessory operates. Then hack up the adjustment nut just enough 
to cause the contactor to open and the accessory to return to its normal non• 
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operating position. When adjust
ed in this way, the contactor
should respond to a light finger 
pressure on the track, and the
accessory will operate as long 
as ·any part- of-the tra-in is pass
ing on the track over the con
tactor. 

Figure 2---Connections for o No. 252 
Crossing Gate. Thebottomviewofthe 
Crossing Gate also shows how its il-
1;,minating lamp can be removed for 
replacement. The replacement lamp is 
L363, available at your dealer. 






